In 2005 Prof. Thomas J. R. Hughes proposed isogeometric analysis using volumetric NURBS elements rather than traditional finite elements for analysis. NURBS is the standard approach for representation of free form curves and sculptured surfaces in Computer Aided Design, and can represent elementary shapes such as sphere, cylinders, and torus exactly. Used in analysis NURBS consequently offers exact geometry representation, simplified design optimization and tighter integration of analysis and CAD. In this paper we address different aspects of isogeometric representation and analysis with a main focus on the relation to CAD, and how CAD can change to improve analysis by incorporating isogeometric representation.
Nomenclature
Analysis = Is in this paper used for complete process from creating the grid, setting up the finite element method and solving the resulting equations. CAD = Computer Aided Design FE = Finite element FEA = Finite element analysis NURBS = NonUniform Rational B-splines Tight = A CAD model is tight when adjacent surface patches match within a user defined tolerance along the common boundary, e.g., they match within the user defined tolerance with C 0 continuity. Trimming = An approach to change the rectangular domain of a parametric NURBS surface by cutting away parts of the domain by curves. Watertight = A CAD model is watertight when adjacent surface patches match exactly along the common boundary, e.g., they match at least with C 0 continuity.
I. Introduction
omputers were originally introduced to support tasks within specific phases of the product creation processes. The task was constrained by what was possible to realize using available computer resources and available mathematical approaches. Results were documented as paper based drawings and documents, and consequently information transfer between different processes was paper based. Disagreement in shape representations between applications had little consequence as digital data was not transferred between the systems.
II. Isogeometric Representation and Analysis
The idea of isogeometric representation and analysis, is to combine the watertightness of finite elements with the shape qualities of the CAD NURBS representation. In traditional FEA, the geometry is most often represented using the space of finite elements selected for the analysis. Consequently the geometric shape will in many cases be crudely approximated. In isogeometric analysis the geometry is represented by volumetric NURBS elements that can represent all shapes from the CAD model exactly. These NURBS elements are also used in the analysis. The exact representation of the shape in analysis simplifies design optimization and communication between CAD and analysis. Isogeometric analysis was introduced by Prof. Tom Hughes from the University of Texas at Austin just a few years ago [2] . Prof. Hughes and his group have published several papers showing good results using this approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [10] [11] [12] 16] . However, the idea of using splines in analysis is not new [17, 18] .
A. Shape Representation in CAD and FEA Analysis
The shape representation currently used in CAD systems has not changed since in the early 1990s. This representation has been cast into the world-wide ISO 10303 standard ISO STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data). Shapes are represented by curve structures, surface structures and volumes described by their inner and outer hulls. Curves are either represented by degree 1 and 2 analytical curves or parametric piecewise polynomials represented as NonUniform Rational B-splines (NURBS). Similarly surfaces are represented as degree 1 or 2 analytical surfaces or piecewise polynomials described by NURBS, or trimmed versions thereof. Volumes are described by their inner and outer hulls, where each hull is described by a patchwork of surfaces. Geometrically the different surfaces do not necessarily match exactly, and thus the representation is not watertight.
In FEA, the shape is represented by structures of finite elements, where each element is a trivariate parametric polynomial, typically of degrees two or lower, but higher degree elements are also used. Compared to CAD representation the outer surface quality in FEA is (in most cases) of lower shape quality, but the models are geometrically watertight (no gaps between elements).
There are certainly differences between the two representations, but also similarities. In both cases the shape representations are described by basis functions. In the FEA case, the basis is polynomials. The CAD NURBS representation uses basis functions that are piecewise polynomials or rational expressions involving piecewise polynomial functions. The basis functions have in both cases compact support. In CAD, the basis functions are multiplied with control points and in FEA by nodes. These concepts are fairly similar. This implies that the NURBS basis functions can be used to generate the equation systems that are solved during analysis similar to the elements in FEA. Both geometry representations can be refined, a property that is important during analysis, but the NURBS representation has a richer set of refinement operations. Moreover, the NURBS representation implicitly represents continuity between elements, a property that must be explicitly expressed in the FEA case. NURBS basis functions are always non-negative and a partition of unity. These are attractive properties with regard to numerical stability.
B. The Iso-Geometric Shape Representation and Analysis
Given the suitability of the NURBS basis functions for analysis, it can seem strange that the representation is not used previously in FEA to simplify information exchange between CAD and FEA. The reason is partly due to tradition, but CAD also employs a wider range of shape representations than FEA, e.g., elementary curves and surfaces (low degree analytic curves and surfaces) and trimmed surfaces. The elementary curves and surfaces used in CAD, do not in principle pose a severe challenge as they can also be represented as NURBS. Trimmed surfaces, introduced for extending shape flexibility in CAD is one of the main causes for gaps in CAD models. There is no shape representation directly corresponding to trimming used in FEA, as FEA rather employs tetrahedral elements to offer similar shape flexibility. The volumetric NURBS representation is hexahedral in nature. Thus, isogeometric shape representation will experience similar structure challenges as when making block structured grids based on CAD models.
Despite these structuring challenges, iso-geometric representation has the potential to complement traditional finite elements by higher order, more compact, and numerically attractive element representations.
The isogeometric shape representation is a set of volumes represented by structures of NURBS. The volumes describe the model, but the object can be composed from NURBS blocks in many ways. We aim at a structure of NURBS blocks that:
• Is exact enough for analysis.
• Is watertight and enforces the continuity between adjacent volumes.
• The model is a manifold. No self-intersections, acute angles between faces or other features that cannot be manufactured, are allowed.
• Can easily be translated back to a high quality CAD model.
• Can be used in a shape optimization process.
• Is suitable for the analysis problem at hand with respect to streamlines, degree of refinement and numerical properties. These requirements are partly conflicting. The challenge is to find a good compromise. However, the manner in which a CAD model is divided into patches is rarely the only possible way to precisely describe the current model. There are many degrees of freedom in the process.
III. CAD Evolution From Wire-Frame Models to Boundary Structures
Most often papers on isogeometric analysis starts from an isogeometric representation using tri-variate NURBS. To some extent the papers describe how the shapes are made step by step. However, compared to the richness of state-of-the-art CAD design functionality the described methods are fairly rudimentary. The purpose of this Section is to illustrate that making good tri-variate NURBS models is much more demanding than designing traditional boundary structure type CAD models.
CAD technology has since its early days undergone a number of evolution steps:
• 2D drawing oriented systems • 3D wire-frame CAD systems • 3D surface oriented CAD systems • CSG -Constructive Solid Geometry • 3D volume systems describing the inner and outer hulls of the object by a patchwork of surfaces organized in boundary structures conformant to ISO STEP.
For each step in the CAD evolution, the correctness of CAD models has improved, reducing the need for human interpretation of the resulting models. In the next subsections we will recapitulate CAD evolution.
A. 2D and 3D curve based systems
The first CAD systems addressed the need for improving speed and quality in the production of engineering drawings. The natural geometry description was curves. The actual mathematical representation of curves varied between systems as the goal of the systems was to produce paper based engineering drawings. When real 3D models were needed as opposed to curve drawings, they were made manually by a model maker, a professional which was a craftsperson who creates a 3D representation from 2D sections. To extend the curve based systems to also encompass 3D wire-frame models was a natural next step. A 3D wire-frame model can communicate a 3D shape better than a set of 2D drawings, and 3D-curves used in production processes can be produced through proper human interrogation of the models.
Few constraints on the curve representation were imposed in the curve based systems as the most frequently used functionality only required:
• Calculation of points and derivatives of the curves.
• Controlling geometric continuity between adjacent segments of composite curves. For many application areas curved based systems still have sufficient functionality to be used.
B. Surface Based CAD Systems
To reduce the need for human interpretation, the next natural step was to let the computer generate the surfaces rather than leaving the job to the model maker. Skilled model makers can produce high quality 3D models by combing product knowledge and drawing information. One approach for computer based surface generation is to include domain knowledge in a program for surface generation. This approach is often denoted procedural surfaces. Most often such procedural surfaces have no standard closed form representation, and can only be accessed through a point and derivative application interface. Procedural surface creation programs contain design knowledge and are accordingly most often regarded company confidential information. Consequently, procedural surfaces are difficult to integrate into product creation information chains or make available to other systems without extensions approximating the surfaces by, e.g., NURBS surfaces.
NURBS is the standard closed form representation for sculptured surfaces within CAD. The NURBS surface is a tensor product parametric surface, mapping a rectangular domain in R 2 to R
3
. The four boundaries, as well as all constant parameter lines of a NURBS surface are all NURBS curves. Consequently, the design of surfaces from NURBS represented curves has become a natural approach to surface design. Surface design methods include surfaces generated by sweeping curves, lofting surfaces through curves and creating surfaces from boundary curves. However, the shape of a generated surface is strongly influenced by both the shape of the curves used; the parameterization of the different curves and the particular creation method. The rectangular structure of the boundary of an untrimmed NURBS surface makes it easier to construct surfaces with four boundary curves than surfaces with three or more than four boundary curves. However, to restrict the design to a patchwork of only 4-sided surfaces hampers design flexibility severely.
Instead of introducing triangular and multi-sided surface representations, the approach in CAD is to allow trimmed surface and degenerate surfaces. The rectangular parameter domain of the NURBS surface is trimmed by curves to nonrectangular shapes, which allows shape flexibility. Trimming is natural in a design setting. Meshes with three or more than four sides are either split into an assembly of four sided meshes, or trimmed to the right number of sides. As already mentioned, the structure of the curve mesh used for building surfaces is constrained by the available surface design methods. So rather than trying to interpolate a wire-frame model, the model is designed, patch by patch, using the available surface design methods. The surface patch boundaries will constitute a wireframe model. However, this will most often have a different structure from the wire-frame model originating from a CAD system aimed at designing 3D wire-frame models.
NURBS based surface design systems did not originally support trimmed surfaces. The designers were forced to express the desired shape by building assemblies of rectangular NURBS surfaces. Different design functionality was used for the different surfaces patches, and allowed the designer to control continuity between adjacent surface patches. The introduction of trimming improved design flexibility by allowing surface patches with any number of edges. Exact interpolation of edges between adjacent surface patches is often lost when trimming is used. The control of continuity across edges resulting from trimming is a challenge.
C. Constructive solid geometry
Constructive solid geometry (CSG) most often refers to a procedural modeling technique for making complex shapes from primitive shapes (cuboids, cylinders, prisms, pyramids, spheres, cones). The primitives are combined by Boolean operators. CSG models are watertight, but CSG-based systems have limited use for CAD purposes as only elementary shapes are supported.
D. Boundary Structure Volume Based CAD Systems
The high-end state-of-the-art CAD systems are volumetric CAD systems compatible to ISO STEP. Their data structure, denoted boundary structure, follows the approach described for trimmed surface systems above, but with the added constraint that an assembly of surface has to constitute the outer hull or an inner hull of the described volumetric object. In addition to NURBS representation of curves and surfaces, elementary curves and surfaces are included. This representation is well suited for all applications that need a high quality geometric description of inner and outer hulls. In addition, the approach supports volumetric representation as interrogation of the model can tell if a point is inside or outside the object. However, it is not the mathematical representation that carries the volumetric information but the organization of the data structure. The CAD volume description is not well suited for applications that need a closed mathematical volumetric description of an object, e.g., FEA.
Today CAD systems are used globally across all industrial branches. The ISO STEP standard allows model exchange and globally distributed product development and production.
As mentioned above, everything is not perfect. CAD has been developed to support design and production, little attention has been given to simulation of products based on partial differential equation. This has made a gap between CAD models and downstream applications that is very expensive for industry to bridge [8] .
In Fig. 1 we show the CAD model of a fairly simple part. The white curves are patch boundaries (edges) in the CAD model. This model has a larger number of surface patches than what intuitively would be expected. In addition, to the 4-sided patches there are also 3-sided and 5-sided patches. Design techniques used to create this CAD model include rotational surface, blending and filleting, as well as elementary surfaces (plane, cone, torus).
IV. The Challenges of CAD to FEA Integration
CAD models are typically used as input to FEA. Preparing the input is a cumbersome operation that often takes most of the time used in analysis. Preparation steps are: 1) Model check and repair. CAD models frequently contain errors, that are minor from a CAD perspective, but that will create problems in analysis. Moreover, CAD and FEA have different requirements to models. For instance, in CAD, a model is tight if it is continuous within a specified tolerance, while FEA analysis requires absolute watertight models. 2) Adaptation to analysis. A CAD model is designed to meet requirements from different subsequent operations and typically contains a lot of detail necessary for production purposes. Most of these details are of limited interest in the FEA context. Thus, the adaptation to the analysis phase is mostly concerned with model simplification. However, details of importance to the analysis are frequently removed. 3) Meshing. Create the geometry representation used in FEA.
Looking at the object in Fig. 1 , we see that it is not obvious that the surface patchwork structure should automatically determine the block structure of the analysis model:
• Some details are designed with an assembly of small patches.
• In other places fairly large patches are used.
• The CAD model is not completely symmetric with respect to the patch structure. However, it seems natural to use a structure of tri-variate blocks that is fairly symmetrical.
• The decision on what is a correct block structure is also dependent on the analysis to be performed. 
A. Need for Improved CAD and FEA Integration
Although isogeometric analysis potentially has a lot to offer industry, the authors of this paper believe that to exploit this potential of isogeometric analysis the challenges of CAD and FEA integration have to be better resolved than today. Although both CAD and isogeometric analysis use NURBS representation the approaches are different:
• As described in Section A., CAD makes use of NURBS representation for surfaces that cannot be represented by elementary surfaces (plane, cylinder, cone, torus, and sphere). The elementary surface patches can be converted accurately to trimmed NURBS surfaces, while keeping the patch structure of the CAD model. These surfaces, which are not of elementary nature, will be represented by trimmed and untrimmed NURBS surfaces. However, trimmed surfaces will frequently have approximate trimming curves as the exact closed form of the trimming curve can not be represented by NURBS. Consequently, a NURBS represented CAD model will in general have trimmed surfaces, with many approximate trimming curves and gaps between adjacent surfaces patches.
• In Finite Element Analysis the shape is represented by structures of Finite Elements, where each element is a trivariate (volumetric) parametric polynomial most typical of degrees two or lower, but higher degree elements are also used. Compared to CAD representation, the outer surface quality in FEA is (in most cases) of lower shape quality, but the models are geometrically watertight.
• An isogeometric NURBS based analysis model, as currently envisioned, is composed from regular blocks where each block is described by a tri-variate NURBS represented volume. Consequently, the construction of an isogeometric NURBS based model has much in common with constructing a block-structured grid. The main difference is that the inside of the block is described by one tri-variate NURBS volume rather than a regular grid of elements. In general the NURBS volume will be of higher degree than traditional finite elements and better adapted to the real object geometry.
• Constructing a FEA model by blocks implies that the patches constituting the inner and outer hulls will all be rectangular although degeneracies may be considered. This only allows for design techniques similar to those existing before the introduction of trimming curves in CAD. Consequently, the patch structure of the initial CAD model will be difficult to reuse as a guide to the final block structure.
B. From Design for Manufacturing to Design for Analysis
CAD systems and CAM systems (Computer Integrated Manufacturing Systems) have for decades been regarded as part of integrated product development process, and often referred to as CAD/CAM. Accordingly the idea behind most CAD systems is design for production. Little attention has been given to the requirement of analysis although analysis is an integral part of many product development processes. Moreover the evolution of Finite Element Analysis started earlier than the development of B-splines, NURBS technology and modern volume oriented CAD systems. B-spline technology was not available from the start of the evolution of FEA system, so tri-variate parametric polynomials were chosen as the mathematical representation. As FEA from the start was a stand alone process, it was natural also to provide tools for defining the geometric representation or the grid of the finite element models, for solving sparse linear equations systems, boundary conditions etc.
From the quality point of view the main differences of CAD and FEA shape description are:
• The FEA representation of objects to be analyzed is almost always approximations. However, this approximate shape description is watertight and has a mathematically correct volumetric topology.
• The CAD description has a very accurate shape description, however, the surface patches are not required to match exactly, and small tolerances are allowed between the surface patches that form the outer and possibly inner hulls. The CAD model is assumed to have a mathematically correct description of the inside/outside of the objects, but today there is no guarantee that CAD models fulfill this assumption. Consequently CAD model checking and repair has become a central issue for downstream applications of CAD models, e.g., within analysis.
For isogeometric analysis not only to become an alternative approach to traditional FEA, we believe that significant advances have to be made for the integration of analysis models and CAD models, e.g.:
• Improve CAD to also encompass "design for analysis", e.g., introduce trivariate NURBS volumes in CAD systems.
• Improve the gridding process to include an isogeometric NURBS step.
V. Tri-Variate Representation in CAD -A next Step in CAD Evolution?
Advocates for isogeometric analysis point out that CAD technology has to change to facilitate the exploitation of the potential of isogeometric analysis. For example the use of isogeometric analysis requires CAD to change to also support design for analysis. As analysis is an integral part of development of products this is not a bad idea. Current CAD systems are based on the research of the 1980s, which was cast into the ISO STEP standard in the 1990s. Thus, when the principles behind current CAD technology were set it was within the framework of computer performance and process and computer intercommunication envisaged at that time. Solutions that were not industrially viable within a foreseeable future were not chosen as industry needed standardized solutions to be competitive.
A. The isogeometric CAD system
During the last decades CAD has changed from being a tool for high-end industries, to become a tool for industry in general. Current CAD systems work well for most user. The industries in need of better integration of CAD and analysis constitute a minority of the CAD user. We must therefore assume that the major part of revenue of the dominating CAD vendors comes from industries that do not suffer from the lacking CAD to analysis integration. Consequently there are market forces acting against isogeometric representation in CAD, and we cannot expect the dominant CAD vendors to radically change their systems before a proof of concept is established, and the customer demand for tri-variate NURBS representation, makes it economically feasible to deliver such technology. Therefore, iso-geometric representation is an opportunity for new companies to enter the CAD market and to deliver CAD systems set apart from current CAD technology. Such development will probably be performed in cooperation with users in aeronautics, defense, space and automotive industries.
From an outside view we believe that an isogeometric CAD system will look much like the traditional CSG systems. However, rather than representing the objects as a binary tree of primitives and Boolean operations, the objects will be represented by structures of touching sculptured volumes where the volume interiors do not overlap.
One of the main challenges when developing an isogeometric CAD system will be to furnish a system that is user friendly and simultaneously generates models of desired shape and topology quality, giving the user control of the model block structure and its trivariate parameterization.
• One alternative is to provide a solution that makes the user build the block structure one block at the time. This leaves the user with the responsibility of modeling interconnectivity of volumes, and designing the volumes interfaces to outer and inner hulls. This approach is similar to surface modeling with rectangular patches and no trimming. Such surface modeling was regarded to be too restrictive for efficient design, and it is even more so in this context. Not only a single block has to be designed, all 6 faces of the block will have to be controlled. None, one or more of these faces can be part of an outer or an inner hull. The remaining faces will all be an interface to another block. The possibility of trimmed NURBS volumes as described in [13] should also be considered.
• Another alternative is to design the trivariate block structure in an already existing ISO STEP type CAD model. This is fairly similar to the approach of designing surfaces from a point cloud as is frequently done in reverse engineering. This will allow the user to control the blocks made and to snap the block to outer and inner hulls. In general, block faces on the hulls will not exactly match the CAD model surface patches. Consequently, such faces will have to approximate the hull shape. The approximation properties of NURBS will ensure that the shape error can be kept to a minimum if proper methods are used.
A good solution to isogeometric CAD modeling will probably combine both these approaches. However, we feel that the best approach is to start from modeling into the CAD structure, and then at a later stage add direct trivariate volume modeling. We believe that the first industries to take such technology into use will be within aeronautics, defense and space industries. This will probably be an experimental system demonstrating tight integration of CAD and analysis. A next step will be that CAD vendors addressing advanced industries will integrate such technology into their systems.
B. The role of T-splines in isogeometric CAD and analysis
T-Splines or T-NURBS were introduced by Prof Tom Sederberg, Brigham-Young University in 2003 [14, 15] . TSpline surfaces are defined by control points, just like NURBS. T-Splines allow for more flexible piecewise polynomial structures. While NURBS surfaces have a regular grid of control points, T-splines allow a row of control points to terminate and consequently allow T-junctions in the underlying structure of piecewise polynomials. The Tjunctions allow local refinements of the T-spline, e.g., for making watertight transitions between surfaces or introduce local refinements as needed. T-NURBS can both be used for surface structures and for tri-variate volumes. T-NURBS can be one answer to the flexibility problem mentioned above.
The introduction of T-splines has considerably simplified the design of high quality watertight CAD models by simplifying stitching of gaps between adjacent surface patches. Continuity between adjacent surface patches can now be expressed explicitly by identical control points along the common boundary rather than by relations between sets of coefficients. However, we believe that the impact of T-splines is potentially even more substantial within isogeometric analysis, as T-splines allow for local refinement of the analysis model where needed. In most cases Tspline refinement will only introduce new control points in a small part of the block.
VI. Relation to standards
The current globally distributed design and production would have been impossible without standards for information exchange and integration such as ISO STEP. While on one side standards are essential for flexible information integration, standards on the other hand make it harder to introduce solutions not part of the standard. So one important question is: Does isogeometric representation pose challenges with respect to standardization?
A. T-splines, trivariate NURBS representation and ISO STEP
The standard for CAD model exchange is ISO STEP. So a broad scale use in industry of isogeometric representation and analysis will depend on ISO STEP being extended to encompass isogeometric models. The good news is that volumetric NURBS is already part of ISO 10303-42 of the ISO STEP standard. However, the NURBS volume was introduced prior to the introduction of isogeometric analysis. We accordingly expect that not all necessary data types and data structures are sufficiently covered by the current version of ISO STEP.
With respect to T-splines in principle there is no good reason why they should not be part of ISO STEP. The approach they offer to patch stitching and their flexibility with respect to local refinement are good arguments for their introduction in ISO STEP. Volumetric T-splines should be even more attractive, as the local refinement will be extremely attractive for adaptive refinement of the elements in isogeometric analysis.
B. Long term archival storage of isogeometric models
An important feature of information management during the lifecycle is archival or long term data retention. Product data need to be available independently of their originating software application. For this they need to be transferred into a long lasting data format. As standards for long term archival of product data, such as EN9300 and ISO 10303-59, are based on ISO STEP, isogeometric representation will be available for long term archival provided isogeometric representation is included in ISO STEP.
The length of life span of products varies from a few years for consumer products, to decades for advanced products from aeronautics, defense and space industries. For artifacts used for decades the ability to have fast reaction to unexpected problems is important to minimize damage. As isogeometric representation is more complete and oriented towards analysis, the reaction time for performing FEA or other analysis will be shortened by isogeometric representation of product description. Consequently, isogeometric representation is of importance to long term archival storage.
VII. Research within isogeometric representation and research
There is currently a growing activity within iso-geometric representation and analysis. USA is still the driving force through the work of Professor Thomas J. R. Hughes and his group in Austin, Texas [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [10] [11] [12] 16] . His presentations of results and possibilities have created a lot of interest, especially in Europe.
SINTEF, one of the larger European research institutes located in Norway, has two nationally funded projects related to isogeometric representation and analysis:
• Iso-geometry -Unified modeling for design and analysis in communicating organizations addressing the integration of isogeometric models in industrial information chains. http://www.sintef.no/iso-geometry. The project started in November 2007 and is running for 4½ years.
• ICADA -Integrated Computer Aided Design and Analysis with focus on the analysis aspects. The project started in July 2008 and will run for 5 ½ years. Both these projects combine governmental and industrial funding. Jotne EPM Technology (PDM) and Aker Solutions (Equipment for drilling) are partners in the Iso-geometry project. In ICADA the industrial partners are DNV (Management of risk), StatoilHydro (Oil & Gas Company) and Ceetron (Visualization).
SINTEF is also partner in the EU-funded project Exciting -Exact geometry simulation for optimized design of vehicles and vessels that started October 1. 2008 having a three year duration [8] . Exciting is a cooperation between 3 universities, 2 research institutes and 3 industrial companies.
Jotne EPM Technology brings into the Iso-geometry project the industrial context of OPDIM, Open Product Documentation and Information Management in PLM-Context. OPDIM will solve the issue of relating both structured and unstructured worlds of technical product documentation in a global business information management environment throughout the entire lifecycle of the product. One of the crucial issues in data archival is data quality; the quality of archived data needs to be known and needs to be archived. In OPDIM this long lasting format is the ISO 10303 industrial data representation, that is, ISO 10303-214, "Core data for automotive mechanical design processes", for geometry data, and ISO 10303-239, "Product life cycle support (PLCS)", for through life data. In this context the link between isogeometry project and OPDIM is twofold:
• The iso-geometric model can consolidate the geometric representation of a product with the representation used for its engineering analysis; this considerably increases the quality of those parts of the product data model. • The isogeometric model approach enables a better quality assessment of geometric models for archival.
